Awards:

Teaching Excellence Award – Warren Caputo, Kelly Cate

Best Practices in Service Learning Award – Gina Reed, Margaret Williamson

Fostering Engagement Award – Joanna Kim, Stacy Koffman, Yi Deng

Emerging Leader Award – Jeff Marker, Matthew Horton, Stacy Lin

Gina Reed – recognition as advisor for the Rho Mu Chapter of Phi Theta Kappa for 10 years

Promotion and tenure:

From the College of Arts & Letters:

- Leverett Butts – tenure, promotion to associate professor
- Pamela Sezgin (Says-gan) – promotion to professor
- Tae Choo – tenure
- Kristi Hislope – promotion to professor
- Chuck Robertson – promotion to professor
- Pam Sachant – promotion to professor
- Dee Gillespie – tenure, promotion to associate professor
- Sara Mason – tenure, promotion to associate professor
- Glen Smith – tenure, promotion to associate professor

From the College of Education:

- Sheri Hardee – tenure, promotion to associate professor
- James Howard – promotion to associate professor
- Brent Allison – tenure, promotion to associate professor
- Paul Baldwin – tenure, promotion to associate professor
- Megan Nason – tenure, promotion to associate professor
- Linda Reece – tenure

From the College of Health Sciences & Professions:

- Teresa Fletcher – promotion to professor
- Jeanne Welch – tenure
From the College of Science & Mathematics:

- Natalie Hyslop – tenure, promotion to associate professor
- Jennifer Mook – tenure
- Brad Bailey – promotion to professor
- Ashlee McCaskill – tenure, promotion to associate professor
- Marnie Phipps – tenure, promotion to associate professor
- Gregg Velatini – promotion to assistant professor
- Jeanelle Morgan – tenure, promotion to associate professor
- Dr. Hashim Saber – tenure

Library:

- Sean Boyle – promotion to associate professor